
4 Environmental Setting Impacts and Mitigation Measures

4A Transportation and Circulation

4A Transportation and Circulation

The following provides the typical outline and some standard language for a transportation and

circulation section in an EIR Please modify and expand where appropriate For example if it is

easy to explain in the impact analysis why the project would not result in a significant impact for

a particular transportation topic provide little space to that topic in the Existing Conditions

Regulatory Framework and Approach to Analysis sections The VNIT sections are the most

complete The following assumes the project meets the screening criteria for not requiring a

secondary analysis to a substantial parking deficit

Make sure all tables figures etc stand on their own eg acronyms explained sources legend

etc and use the level of precision provided in the transportation impact analysis guidelines

update process and style guide figure 1

The following provides internal notes or optional text figures tables in bracketed text

4A1 Introduction

This section presents the existing transportation and circulation conditions and analyzes the

potential project-level and cumulative impacts on transportation and circulation during

construction and operation of the project Transportation and circulation topics consist of

walking bicycling driving hazards transit emergency access vehicle miles traveled and

loading

Supporting detailed technical information is included in Appendix X Transportation

Supporting Information Typically limit detailed technical information in the appendix to

counts any travel demand calculations memo further details regarding calculations for impact

analysis turn templates Other items like site plans project applications code compliance

checklists leave for administrative record Similarly other non-CEQA informational items like

transit capacity utilization parking or automobile delay should generally be in separate

study ies and not part of the appendix

4A2 Existing Conditions

The transportation study area consists of those locations where the project could potentially

significantly affect transportation and circulation generally bounded by XXX The following

describes the existing transportation and circulation conditions

Figure XXX Transportation Study Area and Study Intersections and Driveways

Regional and Local Roadways

The following describes the closest regional roadways to the project site including on and off

ramps In addition the following describes the existing local roadways in the study area

including their geographic extent San Francisco General Plan Better Streets Plan Key Walking

Street and High Injury Corridor designation if applicable speed limit and number and type of
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travel lanes and directions For those existing streets adjacent to the project site the following

also describes the width of the roadway including travel lanes and any potentially or observed

vehicle to vehicle hazardous conditions Lastly the following describes the amount of people

driving at study intersections

Regional Roadways

Local Roadways

Table XXX Local Roadways

Vehicular Counts

The consultant collected vehicular turning movement counts at XX intersections on INSERT

DATE S during the am andor pm list hours peak period s

Table XXX Vehicular Counts

Walking Conditions

The following describes the absence discontinuity or presence of features related to people

walking in the study area In addition the following identifies any potentially or observed

hazardous conditions at locations that people walk Lastly the following describes the amount of

people walking at study intersections

Figure XXX Walking Network including any High Injury Network streets

Table XXX Walking Counts

Bicycling Conditions

The following describes the absence discontinuity or presence of features related to people

bicycling in the study area In addition the following identifies any potentially or observed

hazardous conditions at locations that people bicycle Lastly the following describes the amount

of people bicycling at study intersections

Figure XXX Bicycling Network including any High Injury Network streets

Table XXX Bicycling Counts

Public Transit Conditions

The following describes the local and regional public transit service in the study area including

their geographic extent scheduled frequency and transit stop proximity to the project site In

People walking includes people with disabilities that may or may not require personal assistive mobility

devices
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addition the following quantifies transit travel times for certain routes and identifies observed

conditions which delay public transit

Figure XXX Transit Service

Table XXX Transit Service

Table XXX Transit Travel Times

Emergency Access Conditions

The following describes the closest emergency access facilities to the project site In addition the

follow identifies any observed delays to emergency access operators adjacent to the project site

Vehicle Miles Traveled

Vehicle miles traveled per person or per capita is a measurement of the amount and distance

that a resident employee or visitor drives accounting for the number of passengers within a

vehicle Many interdependent factors affect the amount and distance a person might drive In

particular the built environment affects how many places a person can access within a given

distance time and cost using different ways of travels eg private vehicle public transit

bicycling walking etc Typically low-density development located at great distances from

other land uses and in areas with few options for ways of travel provides less access than a

location with high density mix of land uses and numerous ways of travel Therefore low

density development typically generates more VNIT compared to a similarly sized development

located in urban areas

Given these travel behavior factors on average persons living or working in San Francisco result

in lower amounts of VNIT per person than persons living or working elsewhere in the nine

county San Francisco Bay Area region In addition on average persons living or working in

some areas of San Francisco result in lower amounts of VNIT per person than persons living or

working elsewhere in San Francisco The city displays different amounts of VNIT per capita

geographically through transportation analysis zones2

The San Francisco County Transportation Authority uses the San Francisco chained activity

modeling process to estimate VNIT by private automobiles and taxis for different transportation

analysis zones The transportation authority calibrates travel behavior in the model based on

observed behavior from the California Household Travel Survey 2010-2012 census data

regarding automobile ownership rates and county-to-county worker flows and observed vehicle

counts and transit boardings The model uses a synthetic population which is a set of individual

actors that represents the Bay Area's actual population who make simulated travel decisions for

a complete day

Planners use these zones as part of transportation planning models for transportation analyses and other

planning purposes The zones vary in size from single city blocks in the downtown core multiple blocks in

outer neighborhoods to even larger zones in historically industrial areas such as the Hunters Point Shipyard

area
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The model estimates daily VNIT for residential office and retail land use types For residential

and office uses the transportation authority uses tour-based analysis A tour-based analysis

examines the entire chain of trips over the course of a day not just trips to and from a site For

retail uses the transportation authority uses trip-based analysis A trip-based analysis counts

VNIT from individual trips to and from a site as opposed to entire chain of trips A trip-based

approach as opposed to a tour-based approach is necessary for retail sites because a tour is

likely to consist of trips stopping in multiple locations and the summarizing of tour VNIT to each

location would over-estimate VMT 145

Table XXX presents the existing average daily VNIT per capita for residents employees and

visitors for the nine-county San Francisco Bay Area and for transportation analysis zone XXX
the zone in which the project site is located The boundaries of transportation analysis zone XXX
are generally XXX The existing average daily VNIT per capita for the various land uses at the

project site is less than the regional Bay Area averages

Figure XXX VNIT Infographic

Figure XXX VNIT Regional Map

Table XXX VNIT by TAZ and Region

Loading Conditions

The following describes the absence discontinuity or presence of features related to people

loading in the study area The description includes an assessment of commercial and passenger

on and off-street spaces hour restrictions and usage In addition the follow identifies any

potentially or observed hazardous conditions or delays to public transit because of loading

activities

Figure XXX Loading Locations

Table XXX Loading Counts

3 To state another way a tour-based assessment of VNIT at a retail site would consider the VNIT for all trips in

the tour for any tour with a stop at the retail site If a single tour stops at two retail locations for example a

coffee shop on the way to work and a restaurant on the way back home then both retail locations would be

allotted the total tour VMT A trip-based approach allows us to apportion all retail-related VNIT to retail sites

without double-counting
Retail travel is not explicitly captured in San Francisco chained activity modeling process rather there is a

generic Other purpose which includes retail shopping medical appointments visiting friends or family and

all other non-work non-school tours The retail efficiency metric captures all of the Other purpose travel

generated by Bay Area households The denominator of employment including retail cultural institutional

and educational and medical employment school enrollment and number of households represents the size

or attraction of the zone for this type of Other purpose travel

San Francisco Planning Department Executive Summary Resolution Modifying Transportation Impact

Analysis Appendix F Attachment A March 3 2016

4

5
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4A3 Near-Term Baseline Conditions

The following are under construction development projects that will affect the existing

transportation and circulation system

0 Insert name and briefly summarize project s

The following are under construction or approved and funded transportation projects that will

affect the existing transportation and circulation system

0 Insert name and briefly summarize project s

Given those known changes to the transportation and circulation system using an existing plus

project analysis would not accurately reflect the conditions that will exist at the time the project's

impacts actually occur An existing plus project conditions analysis could be misleading or

without informative value to the public and decision makers Therefore the impact analysis

below uses an adjusted near-term baseline conditions for a comparison of project impacts The

following describes adjustments by transportation topic to existing conditions to reflect the

aforementioned known projects If the following does not list a particular transportation topic

the impact analysis uses the existing conditions description

Regional and Local Roadways

Walking Conditions

Bicycling Conditions

Public Transit Conditions

Emergency Access Conditions

Vehicle Miles Traveled
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Loading Conditions

4A4 Regulatory Framework

This following summarizes relevant state regional and local agencies transportation regulations

to the project In addition the following summarizes relevant transportation plans and policies

No federal regulations plans or policies are relevant to the project

State

CEQA Section 21099 b1 Senate Bill 743

CEQA Section 21099 b1 requires that the State Office of Planning and Research develop

revisions to the CEQA Guidelines establishing criteria for determining the significance of

transportation impacts of projects that promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions the

development of multimodal transportation networks and a diversity of land uses CEQA
Section 21099 b2 states that upon certification of the revised guidelines for determining

transportation impacts pursuant to Section 21099 b1 automobile delay as described solely by

level of service or similar measures of vehicular capacity or traffic congestion shall not be

considered a significant impact on the environment under CEQA

In January 2016 the Office of Planning and Research published for public review and comment a

Revised Proposal on Updates to the CEQ_A Guidelines on Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQ_A

recommending that transportation impacts for projects be measured using a VMT metric 6 On

March 3 2016 based on compelling evidence in that document and on the department's

independent review of the literature on level of service and VMT the San Francisco Planning

Commission adopted the Office of Planning and Research's recommendation to use the VMT
metric instead of automobile delay to evaluate the transportation impacts of projects resolution

19579

Regional

Plan Bay Area

Plan Bay Area 2040 is a state-mandated integrated long-range transportation and land use plan

As required by Senate Bill 375 all metropolitan regions in California must complete a Sustainable

Communities Strategy as part of a Regional Transportation Plan This strategy integrates

transportation land use and housing to meet greenhouse gas reduction targets set by the

California Air Resources Board The plan meets those requirements In addition the plan sets a

roadmap for future transportation investments and identifies what it would take to accommodate

expected growth The plan neither funds specific transportation projects nor changes local land

use policies

6 California Office of Planning and Research Revised Proposal on Updates to the CEQA Guidelines on Evaluating

Transportation Impacts in CEQA Implementing Senate Bill 743 Steinberg 2013 January 20 2016
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In the Bay Area the Metropolitan Transportation Commission and the Association of Bay Area

Governments adopted the latest plan in 2017 To meet the greenhouse gas reduction targets the

plan identifies priority development areas The agencies estimate approximately 77 percent of

housing and 55 percent of job growth will occur in the Bay Area between 2010 and 2040 The

project is located in insert name priority development area

Local

Transit First Policy

In 1973 the San Francisco Board of Supervisors declared that public transit be given priority over

other vehicles on San Francisco streets In 1998 the San Francisco voters amended the City

Charter charter article 8A section 8A115 to include a transit first policy The San Francisco

General Plan incorporates the policy and the policy requires all city boards commissions and

departments to implement principles that among others encourage the use of public rights of

way by people walking bicycling and riding public transit above the use of the personal

automobile

Vision Zero

In 2014 the San Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted a resolution to implement an action plan

to reduce traffic facilities to zero by 2024 through engineering education and enforcement

resolution 91-14 Numerous San Francisco agencies responsible for the aforementioned aspects

of the action plans adopted similar resolutions In 2017 the Board of Supervisors amended the

Transportation and Urban Design elements of the General Plan to implement Vision Zero

ordinance 175-17

San Francisco General Plan

The Transportation Element of the San Francisco General Plan is composed of objectives and

policies that relate to the nine aspects of the citywide transportation system General Regional

Transportation Congestion Management Vehicle Circulation Transit Pedestrian Bicycles

Citywide Parking and Goods Management The Transportation Element references

San Francisco's Transit First Policy in its introduction and contains objectives and policies that are

directly pertinent to consideration of the project including objectives related to summarize

objectives Do not provide exhaustive list of objectives

Summarize any relevant area plans and goals from it related to transportation Do not provide

exhaustive list of objectives

San Francisco Regulationsfor Working in San Francisco Streets Blue Book

The San Francisco Regulations for Working in San Francisco Streets the Blue Book contains

regulations that are prepared and regularly updated by the San Francisco Municipal

Transportation Agency under the authority derived from the San Francisco Transportation Code

to serve as a guide for contractors working in San Francisco streets The manual establishes rules

and guidance so that work can be done safely and with the least possible interference with

pedestrians bicycle transit and vehicular traffic The manual also contains relevant general
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information contact information and procedures related to working in the public right of way

when it is controlled by agencies other than the SFMTA

In addition to the regulations presented in the manual all traffic control warning and guidance

devices must conform to the California Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices

Furthermore contractors are responsible for complying with all applicable city state and federal

codes rules and regulations The party responsible for setting up traffic controls during

construction is responsible if such controls do not meet the guidance and requirements

established by this manual and any applicable state requirements

potential other standard language regarding other construction-related regulations forthcoming

eg contractor parking plan street space and additional street space permits

Transportation Sustainability Fee

The planning code requires certain new development projects to pay an updated fee based on

the size of the development to the city section 411A The fee offsets a portion of the

development projects impacts on the transportation system The city may only use the fee

towards specific programs consisting of transit capital maintenance local and regional transit

service expansion and reliability complete streets and program administration

Transportation Demand Management Program

The planning code requires certain new development projects to incorporate design features

incentives and tools intended to reduce VNIT section 169 Development projects must choose

measures from a menu of options to develop an overall transportation demand management

TDM plan Some options in the menu overlap with requirements elsewhere in the planning

code eg bicycle parking car-share parking Each development project's TDM plan require

routine monitoring and reporting to the planning department to demonstrate compliance

Better Streets Plan Policy and Requirements

In 2006 the San Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the Better Streets Policy Since then the

board has amended the policy several times including in 2010 to reference the Better Streets Plan

The Better Streets Plan creates a unified set of standards guidelines and implementation

strategies to govern how San Francisco designs builds and maintains its pedestrian

environment The planning code requires certain new development projects to make changes to

the public right-of-way such that it is consistent with the Better Streets Plan section 138 1 The

planning code requires most projects to plant and maintain street trees and some larger projects

to submit a streetscape plan that may require elements such as sidewalk widening transit

boarding islands and medians

Off-street Loading

The planning code requires certain new development projects to include off-street freight loading

spaces section 152 1 The planning code requirements for spaces depends on the size of the

development projects The planning requires certain dimensions of the spaces and allows for

substituted service vehicle spaces section 154 b
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4A5 Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Appendix G Questions and Significance Criteria

San Francisco Administrative Code Chapter 31 directs the department to identify environmental

effects of a project using as its base the environmental checklist form set forth in Appendix G of

the CEQA Guidelines As it relates to transportation and circulation Appendix G asks whether

the project would

0 Conflict with a program plan ordinance or policy addressing the circulation system

including transit roadway bicycle and pedestrian facilities

Conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064 3 subdivision b
Substantially increase hazards due to a geometric design feature eg sharp curves or

dangerous intersections or incompatible uses

0 Result in inadequate emergency access

The department uses significance criteria to facilitate the transportation analysis and address the

Appendix G checklist The department separates the significance criteria into construction and

operation

The following language is using final or draft significance criteria for the transportation impact

analysis guidelines update

Construction

Construction of the project would have a significant effect on the environment if it would require

a substantially extended duration or intense activity and the effects would create potentially

hazardous conditions for people walking bicycling or driving or public transit operations or

interfere with accessibility for people walking or bicycling or substantially delay public transit

Operation

The operational impact analysis addresses the following five significance criteria A project

would have a significant effect if it would

create potentially hazardous conditions for people walking bicycling or driving or public

transit operations

Interfere with accessibility of people walking or bicycling to and from the project site and

adjoining areas or result in inadequate emergency access

Substantially delay public transit

Cause substantial additional VNIT or substantially induce additional automobile travel by

increasing physical roadway capacity in congested areas i e by adding new mixed-flow

travel lanes or by adding new roadways to the network

Result in a loading deficit and the secondary effects would create potentially hazardous

conditions for people walking bicycling or driving or substantially delay public transit
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As documented in the Initial Study due to the location of the project site no impact would occur

in relation to the change in air traffic patterns question

Approach to Analysis

Project Features

The following describes transportation-related features of the project not described in in Chapter

X Project Description

If a particular feature is necessary to inform analysis in more than one environmental topic in the

EIR eg transportation and air quality then include it the overall EIR Project Description Do

not repeat information from the EIR project description here If a particular feature only informs

transportation analysis then list it here Do not use the word improvements use the word

changes

Construction Features

Examples any public right-of-way closures

Roadway Network Features

Streetscape

Examples striping changes curb extensions stop signs signals

Driveways

Examples location or width of removed reduced or new curb cuts

Walking Network Features

Examples sidewalk widening repaved surfaces new connection new bulbouts new curb ramps

Bicycle Network Features

Examples new bicycle facilities

Transit Network Features

Examples new transit service routes new transit-only lanes new transit stops andor shelters

Loading Features

Examples on-street and off-street loading facilities

Transportation Demand Management TDM Plan

Examples particular measures and points in their plan

Methodology and Thresholds of Significance

The following summarizes the methodology and results for the project's travel demand for

existing or near-term baseline plus project and 2040 cumulative conditions In addition the
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following summarizes the methodology for analyzing and any quantitative thresholds of

significance for determining transportation impacts under existing plus project conditions The

travel demand and impact analysis methodology uses the data and guidance within the Planning

Department's Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines 2018 If the methodology differs than that

in the guidelines the following summarizes such differences

Analysis Periods

Alter below paragraphs if the analysis used a baseline plus project or a different period other

than am or pm peak

In San Francisco the weekday extended pm peak period Tuesday Wednesday or Thursday 3

pm to 7 pm is typically the period when the most overall travel happens Although a

substantial amount of travel occurs throughout the day and impacts from projects would

typically be less during other periods for most topics the methodology focuses on the pm peak

period defined as X pm to X pm as changes in travel demand or public right-of-way would

be acute compared to other times of the day and days of the week The travel demand also

presents daily person trip and vehicle trip generation In addition given the size and insert

other reasons of the project the methodology focuses on the am peak hour defined as X to X

am Lastly or In addition for loading the methodology uses the X am to am period to

assess commercial vehicle loading demand and X pm to X pm period to assess passenger

vehicle loading demand

Project Travel Demand and Results

Project travel demand refers to the number type and common destinations of new trips that

people would take to and from the project The memorandum containing the detailed

methodology and results for the project travel demand is included in Appendix X This section

summarizes the travel demand memorandum

Existing Site Trips

If the analysis included trip credits summarize methodology and results here If the analysis did

not include trip credits summarize rationale for excluding and whether that leads to conservative

analysis Use language under Project Trips to introduce concepts here for the first time

Figure XXX Existing Site Trips at Study Intersections and Driveways

Table XXX Existing Site Trips by Ways People Travel

Project Trips

If the analysis included trip credits include the trip credits in the subsequent trip generation and

mode split tables Alter the following basic steps as needed to account for project specific

adjustments eg internalization linked trips changes to assumptions under 2040 cumulative

conditions including explaining any noticeable changes that occur from those adjustments Also

describe work nonwork split as necessary However do not go into exhaustive detail regarding

this information here Leave more details for the appendix
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The methodology consists of four steps 1 trip generation 2 ways people travel 3 common

destinations and 4 assignment The following summarizes each of these steps

Step 1 Trip Generation

Trip generation refers to the number of estimated trips people would take to and from the

project regardless of the way they travel see step 2 below The following refers to these trips as

person trips The following applies person trip rates accounting for the size and type of land use

to estimate the number of project person trips Table X the estimates the number of daily amJ
and pm peak period project person trips by land use

Table XXX Project Person Trip Generation by Time Period

Step 2 Ways People Travel

Ways people travel also known as mode split refers to the estimated way or method people

travel eg walking bicycling transit etc Table X provides the estimated percentage and

number of am and pm peak period project trips by different ways of travel Table X also

provides the estimated number of daily project auto and vehicle trips The percentages account

for the geographic location of the project site urban high medium or low density

The auto person trip column consists of persons traveling by private auto carpool and for-hire

vehicle eg taxi or transportation network company The vehicle trip column is less than the

auto trip column because it accounts for carpooling or the number of people in a vehicle also

known as average vehicle occupancy The transit column consists of public local and regional

transit

Consider creating separate tables for percentages and numbers

Table XXX Project Person Trips by Ways of Travel by Time Period

Step 3 Common Destinations

Common destinations also known as trip distribution refers to the estimated number of trips

people would take to inbound and from outbound the project and another place eg another

neighborhood Common destinations consist of eight San Francisco neighborhoods east bay

north bay and the south bay Table X provides the estimated percentage of am and pm peak

period project vehicle and transit trips to the common destinations Figure X displays Table X
information on a map

Consider creating separate tables and figures for vehicle and transit trips

Table XXX Project Vehicle and Transit Trip Distribution

Figure XXX Project Vehicle and Transit Trip Distribution

Step 4 Assignment

Assignment refers to the location or assignment of project vehicle trips to different streets on
street loading zones and driveways and project transit trips to specific transit routes In other
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words assignment uses the results of step 2 number of project trips by different ways of travel

and step 3 percentages of those projects trips to and from common destinations to place project

vehicle and transit trips onto physical locations Figure X presents am and pm peak period

project vehicle trips to the intersections and driveways in the study area Table X presents am
and pm peak period project transit trips to the transit routes in the study area

Figure XXX Project Vehicle Trip Assignment

Table XXX Project Transit Trip Assignment

Project Loading Demand

Loading demand consists of the estimated number of project delivery service and passenger

vehicle trips The following applies loading demand rates accounting for the size and type of

land uses to estimate the demand Table X presents daily and average peak period project

delivery service and passenger vehicles and associated demand

Table XXX Project Loading Demand

Construction Impacts

The analysis for addressing project construction impacts uses preliminary project construction

information The evaluation addresses the staging and duration of construction activities

estimated daily worker and truck trips truck routes roadway and or sidewalk closures and

evaluates the effects of construction activities on people walking bicycling or driving and riding

public transit and emergency vehicle operators

Operational Impacts

The following describes the methodology for analysis of operational impacts by significance

criterion

Potentially Hazardous Conditions

A hazard refers to a project generated vehicle potentially colliding with a person walking

bicycling or driving or public transit vehicle that could cause serious or fatal physical injury

accounting for the aspects described below Human error or non-compliance with laws weather

conditions time-of-day and other factors can affect whether a collision could occur However

for purposes of CEQA hazards refer to engineering aspects of a project eg speed turning

movements complex designs substantial distance between street crossings sight lines that may
cause a greater risk of collisions that result in serious or fatal physical injury than a typical

project This analysis focuses on hazards that could reasonably stem from the project itself

beyond collisions that may result from aforementioned non-engineering aspects or the

transportation system as a whole

Therefore the methodology qualitatively addresses the potential for the project to exacerbate an

existing or create a new potentially hazardous condition to people walking bicycling or driving

or public transit operations The methodology accounts for the amount movement type
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sightlines and speed of project vehicle trips and project changes to the public right-of-way in

relation to the presence of people walking bicycling or driving

Accessibility

The methodology qualitatively addresses the potential for the project to interfere with the

accessibility of people walking or bicycling or results in inadequate emergency access The

methodology accounts for the amount movement type sightlines and speed of project vehicle

trips and project changes to the public right-of-way in relation to the presence of people walking

and bicycling or emergency service operator facilities

Public Transit Delay

The department uses a quantitative threshold of significance and qualitative criteria to determine

whether the project would substantially delay public transit For individual lines if the project

would result in transit delay greater than equal to four minutes then it might result in a

significant impact For individual Muni routes with headways less than eight minutes the

department may use a threshold of significance less than four minutes For individual surface

lines operated by regional agencies if the project would result in transit delay greater than one

half headway then it might result in a significant impact The department considers the

following qualitative criteria for determining whether that delay would result in significant

impacts due to a substantial number of people riding transit switching to riding in private or for

hire vehicles transit service headways and ridership origins and destinations of trips

availability of other transit and modes and competitiveness with private vehicles

The methodology assesses and reports am and pm peak hour transit delay for Muni routes

insert name of routes using the following three factors

update factors if methodology uses TCRP or others

Traffic congestion delay-When public transit vehicles share travel lanes with private

vehicles or private vehicles block intersections or result in longer traffic signal phases to

accommodate their movements transit vehicles slow down The methodology uses modeling

software to calculate traffic congestion delays caused by the project by summing the average

vehicular delay at each study intersection associated with transit route movements

Transit reentry delay-Public transit vehicles may experience delays after stopping to pick

up and drop off passengers This delay occurs if the transit vehicles must pull over to another

travel lane and they need to wait for gaps in adjacent street traffic to pull out of stops As

traffic volumes on streets increase transit vehicles experience increased delays as it becomes

more challenging for them to reenter the flow of traffic The methodology uses empirical data

from the insert source to calculate transit reentry delay caused by the project by summing

the transit reentry delay at each stop within the study area depending on the adjacent lane

traffic volumes

Passenger boarding delay-The amount of time a public transit vehicle must stop to pick up

and drop off passengers i e the transit vehicle dwell time is correlated to the number of

passengers boarding the vehicle As general transit ridership grows vehicles spend more

time at stops which increases transit travel times The methodology uses empirical data from
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insert source to calculate passenger boarding delay caused by the project by summing the

total number of project transit trips on each route by insert amount seconds of delay

VMTAnalysis

Land Use Components

The department uses the following quantitative thresholds of significance to determine whether

the project would generate substantial additional VMT

For residential projects if it exceeds the regional household VNIT per capita minus 15

percent

For office projects if it exceeds the regional VNIT per employee minus 15 percent

For retail projects if it exceeds the regional VNIT per retail employee minus 15 percent

For mixed-use projects evaluate each land use independently per the thresholds of

significance described above

The department uses VNIT efficiency metrics per capita or per employee for thresholds of

significance VNIT per capita reductions mean that individuals will on average travel less by

automobile than previously but because the population will continue to grow it may not mean

an overall reduction in the amount of miles driven

The department uses a map-based screening criterion to identify types and locations of land use

projects that would not exceed these quantitative thresholds of significance The San Francisco

County Transportation Authority uses a model to present VNIT for residential office and retail

in San Francisco and the region as described and shown under existing conditions The

department uses that data and associated maps to determine whether a project site's location is

below the VNIT quantitative threshold of significance

Further the department presumes residential retail and office projects and projects that are a

mix of these uses proposed within one-half mile of an existing major transit stop as defined by

CEQA section 210643 or an existing stop along a high-quality transit corridor as defined by

CEQA section 21155 would not exceed these quantitative thresholds of significance However

this presumption would not apply if the project would 1 have a floor area ratio of less than

075 2 include more parking for use by residents customers or employees of the project than

required or allowed without a conditional use or 3 is inconsistent with the applicable

Sustainable Communities Strategy 8

The department applies the map-based and proximity to transit station screening criteria to the

following land use types

0 list other land use types associated with the project and what screening criteria applyfl

7 lbid footnote 4 the footnote that explains what retail VNIT is presenting in terms of size
8 The department considers a project to be inconsistent with the Sustainable Communities Strategy if the project

is located outside of areas contemplated for development in the Sustainable Communities Strategy
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If the impact analysis includes a discussion of the effects TDNI measures or a substantial amount

of vehicular parking has on VNIT describe the methodology here

Transportation components

Delete this section from EIR if the project only includes minor transportation projects such as

curb cuts loading zones removal of on-street parking and bulb-outs Instead describe here why
this significance criterion is not relevant to the project If project includes larger changes such as

network changes leave in

The department uses the following quantitative threshold of significance and screening criteria to

determine whether transportation projects may substantially induce additional automobile

travel 2075 220 VNIT per year This threshold is based on the fair share VNIT allocated to

transportation projects required to achieve California's long-term greenhouse gas emissions

reduction goal of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030

The department uses a list of transportation components that would not exceed this quantitative

threshold of significance If a project fits within the general types of projects including

combinations of types listed below then the department presumes that VNIT impacts would be

less than significant

List components of the project that fit within the screening list of transportation types of

projects that would substantially induce VNIT

Loading

The methodology assesses the potential for convenient off and on-street loading facilities to meet

the project's loading demand during the average peak period For the purposes of this section

convenient refers to facilities within 250 linear feet of the project site

If convenient loading facilities meet the estimated demand the analysis is complete If convenient

loading facilities do not meet the demand then the methodology qualitatively addresses the

potential for the project to exacerbate an existing or create a new potentially hazardous condition

to people walking bicycling or driving or substantially delay public transit

2040 Cumulative Conditions

The 2040 cumulative conditions assess the long-term impacts of the project in combination with

other reasonably foreseeable projects The following summarizes future year modeling and

reasonably foreseeable projects relevant to transportation topics In addition the following

summarizes differences between existing plus project and these future year conditions regarding

the methodology for analyzing and any quantitative thresholds of significance for determining

transportation impacts

2040 Modeling

For future year VNIT estimates traffic volumes and transit service and ridership the

methodology relies on the San Francisco County Transportation Authority San Francisco chained

activity modeling process outputs The model is an activity-based travel demand model that the
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transportation authority calibrates to represent future transportation conditions in San Francisco

accounting for assumptions regarding reasonably foreseeable infrastructure projects and

population growth Inputs to the model include

infrastructure projects listed in Plan Bay Area insert year of Plan Bay Area

infrastructure projects listed in San Francisco's Countywide Transportation Plan Capital

Plan or a San Francisco agency's eg SFNITA Capital Improvement Program

infrastructure private development or area plan projects actively undergoing environmental

review recently completed environmental review or the department anticipates undertaking

environmental review soon because they have received sufficient project definition

land use growth based upon estimates of projections developed in preparation of Plan Bay

Area insert year of Plan Bay Area9

summarize any adjustments made to the 2040 model outputs eg if you manually added trips

to the model because the project was not included in it or to account for network changes in the

projects listed below

2040 Reasonably Foreseeable Projects

The study area for cumulative conditions varies depending on the transportation topic The

following describes reasonably foreseeable projects that the analysis uses to assess cumulative

impacts

Development

List and briefly describe or cross-reference eg from earlier section in the EIR development

projects relevant to site-specific analysis Do not list all projects that are already included in the

2040 modeling

Transportation

List and briefly describe or cross-reference eg from earlier section in the EIR transportation

projects relevant to site-specific analysis eg network changes relocation of bus stops increased

transit service on a route Do not list all projects that are already included in the 2040 modeling

Construction Impacts

The analysis for addressing project construction impacts uses preliminary project construction

information from the following reasonably foreseeable projects insert names of those reasonably

foreseeable projects listed above that are relevant to the analysis Generally the cumulative study

area is limited to within the project block or along to network changes near the project site that

could affect truck routing The evaluation uses the same methodology as described above for

existing plus project conditions

9
cite to model run and associated memo documenting inputs Latest model runs should be included as

appendices to the transportation impact analysis guidelines supplementary guidance memo
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Operational Impacts

The following describes the methodology for cumulative analysis of operational impacts by

significance criterion If the combined projects would result in a significant cumulative impact

the 2040 cumulative conditions assess the project's contribution to that impact

Potentially Hazardous Conditions

The analysis for addressing potentially hazardous conditions uses the 2040 modeling of traffic

volumes and information from the following reasonably foreseeable projects insert names of

those reasonably foreseeable projects listed above that are relevant to the analysis Generally the

cumulative study area is limited to within the project block or study area intersections to analyze

combined network changes and projects vehicle trips effects The evaluation uses the same

methodology as described above for existing plus project conditions

Accessibility

The analysis for addressing interference or inadequate access uses the 2040 modeling of traffic

volumes and information from the following reasonably foreseeable projects insert names of

those reasonably foreseeable projects listed above that are relevant to the analysis Generally the

cumulative study area is limited to within the project block to look at accessibility challenges or

further if re-routed transit or new major destinations are proposed The evaluation uses the same

methodology as described above for existing plus project conditions

Public Transit Delay

The analysis for addressing public transit delay uses the 2040 modeling of traffic volumes and

transit service and ridership and information from the following reasonably foreseeable projects

insert names of those reasonably foreseeable projects listed above that are relevant to the

analysis Generally the cumulative study area is similar to the existing plus project study area

but the methodology may expand to qualitatively or quantitatively if known discuss other

cumulative projects transit delay on the same routes studied under existing plus project

conditions The evaluation uses the same methodology quantitative threshold of significance

and qualitative criteria as described above for existing plus project conditions revise sentence if

methodology only conducted qualitative cumulative analysis

VMTAnalysis

VNIT by its nature is largely a cumulative impact The number and distance of vehicular trips

associated with past present and future projects might cause contribute to the secondary

physical environmental impacts associated with VNIT It is likely that no single project by itself

would be sufficient in size to prevent the region or state in meeting its VNIT reduction goals

Instead a project's individual VNIT contributes to cumulative VNIT impacts The department

uses existing plus project-level thresholds of significance based on levels at which the department

does not anticipate new projects to conflict with state and regional long-term greenhouse gas

emission reduction targets and statewide VNIT per capita reduction targets

Therefore the department uses a map-based screening criterion to identify types and locations of

land use projects that would not exceed the same quantitative thresholds of significance
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described under existing plus project conditions The analysis uses the 2040 modeling of VNIT

estimates to present VNIT for residential office and retail in San Francisco and the region The

department uses that data and associated maps to determine whether a project site's location is

below the aforementioned VNIT quantitative threshold of significance including for the other

land use types described above

Loading

The analysis for addressing loading uses information from the following reasonably foreseeable

projects insert names of those reasonably foreseeable projects listed above that are relevant to

the analysis Generally the cumulative study area is limited to within convenient loading

locations of the project site to analyze combined loading demand from projects or the removal of

loading from future transportation projects The evaluation uses the same methodology as

described above for existing plus project conditions

Impact Evaluation

The purpose of the impact analysis is not to exhaustively repeat information from elsewhere

Instead the impact analysis presents the findings of the analysis based upon the

methodology ies applied to gather information The impact analysis must only provide

information that is relevant to the significance criterion The impact analysis section should

present a format text figure or table consistent with earlier sections of the guidelines for easy

comparison See below for further direction

Existing or Near-tertn Baseline plus Project

Impact TR-1 Construction of the project would not require a substantially extended

duration or intense activity and the secondary effects would not create potentially

hazardous conditions for people walking bicycling or driving or interfere with

accessibility for people walking or bicycling or substantially delay public transit revise

impact statement as necessary if a project results in a significant impact to identify

specifically what portions of the significance criterion the project significantly impacts

Significant and Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than

Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

For the significance criterion the analysis must in the order presented

1 Address the project's direct and indirect physical changes to the existing baseline

conditions Describe the intensity eg amount of construction trips location eg
driveway particular streets duration and other construction features eg anticipated

staging areas sidewalk closures and detours travel lane closures that may be relevant to

address the significance criterion Be specific eg the project would generate an average

of between 10 20 construction truck trips traveling to the site daily do not generalize

eg the project would generate a modest amount of truck trips The impact analysis

shall assume the project will comply with laws and regulations including the public

works code and the blue book Standard language regarding regulatory requirements

forthcoming The analysis shall describe how compliance would occur what it would

entail and how it may reduce impacts See construction memo for examples of
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circumstances that could lead to significant impacts Example projects of adequate

analysis forthcoming

2 Identify an impact finding without mitigation no impact less-than-significant impact or

a significant impact Ensure that step 1 substantiates the rationale for that impact finding

with substantial evidence

2A If the project would result in no impact or a less-than-significant impact the impact

analysis is complete

213 If the project would result in a significant impact if applicable introduce the title of

a mitigation measure in paragraph form to reduce the impact The title should briefly

convey what the measure involves Briefly describe the nexus and rough proportionality

to the extent applicable between the mitigation measure and the impact Briefly describe

how the mitigation measure itself would reduce the impact and briefly analyze

separately whether the mitigation measure itself would have any environmental impacts

of its own

3 If the impact requires mitigation begin the text of the mitigation measure with its title

Measure text should clearly explain who is responsible for what where and when

Mitigation measure text should attempt to reduce the impact below the threshold of

significance If the mitigation measure does not reduce the impact below the threshold of

significance but it still reduces the impact explain qualitatively how the impact is

reduced and why it is not reduced below the threshold of significance

4 If the project would result in a significant impact identify the conclusion impact finding

less than significant with mitigation significant and unavoidable or significant and

unavoidable with mitigation

Impact TR-2 Operation of the project would not create potentially hazardous conditions

for people walking bicycling or driving or public transit operations revise impact

statement as necessary if a project results in a significant impact to identify specifically

what portions of the significance criterion the project significantly impacts Significant and

Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than Significant with

Mitigation Less than Significant

For the significance criterion the analysis must in the order presented

1 Address the project's direct and indirect physical changes to the existing baseline

conditions Describe the intensity eg amount of vehicle trips location eg driveway

particular streets and other project features that may be relevant to address the

significance criterion Be specific eg the project would generate 120 vehicle trips into

the driveway during the pm peak hour do not generalize eg the project would

generate a modest amount of vehicle trips The impact analysis shall assume the project

will comply with laws and regulations The analysis shall describe how compliance

would occur what it would entail and how it may reduce impacts See

walking accessibility bicycling driving hazards and public transit memos for examples

of circumstances that could lead to significant impacts Example projects of adequate

analysis forthcoming

Repeat steps 2 through 4 described under TR-1
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Impact TR-3 Operation of the project would not interfere with accessibility of people

walking or bicycling to and from the project site and adjoining areas or result in

inadequate emergency access revise impact statement as necessary if a project results in a

significant impact to identify specifically what portions of the significance criterion the

project significantly impacts Significant and Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable

with Mitigation Less than Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

For the significance criterion the analysis must in the order presented conduct step 1 under

Impact TR-2 and steps 2 through 4 under TR-1 See walking accessibility bicycling and

emergency access memos for examples of circumstances that could lead to significant impacts

Example projects of adequate analysis forthcoming

Impact TR-4 Operation of the project would not substantially delay public transit

Significant and Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than

Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

For the significance criterion the analysis must in the order presented

1 Address the project's direct and indirect physical changes to the existing baseline

conditions Describe the intensity eg amount of vehicle trips location eg driveway

particular streets and other project features that may be relevant to address the

significance criterion Be specific eg the project would generate 120 vehicle trips into

the driveway during the pm peak hour which is adjacent to the transit routes name

during the pm peak hour do not generalize eg the project would generate a modest

amount of vehicle trips that would cross the transit route s narne The impact analysis

shall assume the project will comply with laws and regulations The analysis shall

describe how compliance would occur what it would entail and how it may reduce

impacts See public transit memo for examples of circumstances that could lead to

significant impacts Example projects of adequate analysis forthcoming

Repeat steps 2 through 4 under TR-1

Impact TR-5 Operation of the project would not cause substantial additional VNIT or

substantially induce automobile travel revise impact statement as necessary if a project

results in a significant impact to identify specifically what portions of the significance

criterion the project significantly impacts Significant and Unavoidable Significant and

Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

WWAssessment

As presented in Table 4E-2 above the existing average daily VNIT per capita for the

transportation analysis zone in which the project site is located in i e insert number is below

the existing regional average daily VNIT

0 For the residential uses the existing average household daily VNIT per capita is XX which

is about XX percent below the existing regional average household daily VNIT per capita of

XXX
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For the office uses the existing average daily work-related VNIT per employee is XX which

is about XX percent below the existing regional average daily work-related VNIT per

employee of XXX
For the retail uses the average daily VNIT per retail employee is XX which is about XX
percent below the existing regional average daily retail VNIT per employee of XXX 1011

Given the project site is in an area where existing VNIT is more than 15 percent below the existing

regional average the project's residential uses would not cause substantial additional VNIT and

impacts would be less than significant If the analysis includes a discussion of the effects TDM
measures or a substantial amount of vehicular parking has on VMT provide analysis prior to

making impact determination Examples of this type of analysis include 3333 California Mission

Rock and Pier 70 Furthermore the project site meets the Proximity to Transit Stations screening

criterion which also indicates the project's uses would not cause substantial additional VMT

In addition the project would be subject to TDM program List and briefly describe or cross

reference eg from earlier section in the EIR measures included in the project's TDM plan

Induced Automobile Travel Assessment

Delete this section from EIR if the project only includes minor transportation projects such as

curb cuts loading zones removal of on-street parking and bulbouts If project includes larger

changes such as network changes leave in

The project is not a transportation project However the project would include features that

would alter the transportation network These features include insert features These features fit

within the general types of projects that would not substantially induce automobile travel

Therefore impacts related would be less than significant

Impact TR-6 Operation of the project would not result in a loading deficit and the

secondary effects would not create potentially hazardous conditions for people walking

bicycling or driving or substantially delay public transit delete second half of impact

statement if the project does not result in a loading deficit revise impact statement as

necessary if a project results in a significant impact to identify specifically what portions of

the significance criterion the project significantly impacts Significant and Unavoidable

Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than Significant with Mitigation Less

than Significant

For the significance criterion the analysis must in the order presented

1 Address the project's direct and indirect physical changes to the existing baseline

conditions Describe the intensity eg amount of loading trips location eg driveway

particular streets and other project features that may be relevant to address the

10 lbid footnote 4 the footnote that explains what retail VMT is presenting in terms of size
11 San Francisco Planning Department Eligibility Checklist CEQA Section 21099 Modernization of

Transportation Analysis for insert project insert date
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significance criterion Be specific eg the project would generate four commercial

loading trips into the off-street loading zone during the pm peak period do not

generalize eg the project would generate a modest amount of commercial loading

trips The impact analysis shall assume the project will comply with laws and

regulations include as a footnote any correspondence with the SFMTA regarding their

inclination to grant proposed on-street loading zones The analysis shall describe how

compliance would occur except to the extent existing observations indicate otherwise

what it would entail and how it may reduce impacts See loading memo for more

specific steps in conducting the analysis and examples of circumstances that could lead to

significant impacts Example projects of adequate analysis forthcoming

Repeat steps 2 through 4 under TR-1

2040 Cumulative Conditions

No cumulative analysis is required for each significance criterion if the existing plus project

impact analysis found no impact However if the analysis found less than significant impacts

then an analysis of cumulative impacts are required for each significance criterion For each

significance criterion for which the project has some level of impact the analysis must in the

order presented

1 Address whether the project in combination with the reasonably foreseeable projects i e
cumulative projects results in a significant impact The discussion shall reflect the

severity of the impacts and their likelihood of occurrence but the discussion need not

provide as great detail as is provided for the existing plus project impact analysis The

discussion of cumulative impacts shall focus on the cumulative impact to which the

identified other projects contribute rather than the attributes of other projects which do

not contribute to the cumulative impact The impact analysis shall assume the projects

will comply with laws and regulations and the analysis shall describe how compliance

would occur what it would entail and how it may reduce impacts

2 Identify an impact finding without mitigation for the cumulative projects less-than

significant impact or a significant impact Ensure that step 1 substantiates the rationale

for that impact finding with substantial evidence Cumulative VMT impacts should use

the same methodology as existing plus project conditions which includes a combination

of a quantitative and qualitative approach

2A If the cumulative projects would result in a less-than-significant cumulative impact

the impact analysis is complete

213 If the cumulative projects would result in a significant cumulative impact identify

whether the project's contribution is cumulatively considerable

2C If the project would not contribute considerably to the significant cumulative impact

the impact analysis is complete

2D If the project would contribute considerably to the significant cumulative impact if

applicable introduce the title of a mitigation measure in paragraph form to reduce the

impact which may be a same mitigation measure as an existing plus project conditions

mitigation measure Briefly describe the nexus and rough proportionality to the extent

applicable between the mitigation measure and the impact Briefly describe how the
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mitigation measure would reduce the impact and briefly analyze separately whether the

mitigation measure itself would have any environmental impacts of its own
3 If the impact requires mitigation begin the text of the mitigation measure with its title

Measure text should clearly explain who is responsible for what and where and when

Mitigation measure text should attempt to reduce the impact below the threshold of

significance The mitigation measure should also describe the project's fair share

contribution

4 If the project would contribute considerably to the significant cumulative impact if

applicable identify the conclusion impact finding less than significant with mitigation

significant and unavoidable or significant and unavoidable with mitigation

Impact C-TR-1 The project in combination with past present and reasonably

foreseeable future projects would not result in significant construction-related

transportation impacts but the project would not contribute considerably to those

impacts or and the project would contribute considerably to those impacts Significant

and Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than Significant with

Mitigation Less than Significant

Impact C-TR-2 The project in combination with past present and reasonably

foreseeable future projects would not create potentially hazardous conditions but the

project would not contribute considerably to those impacts or and the project would

contribute considerably to those impacts Significant and Unavoidable Significant and

Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

Impact C-TR-3 The project in combination with past present and reasonably

foreseeable future projects would not interfere with accessibility but the project would

not contribute considerably to those impacts or and the project would contribute

considerably to those impacts Significant and Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable

with Mitigation Less than Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

Impact C-TR-4 The project in combination with past present and reasonably

foreseeable future projects would not substantially delay public transiff but the project

would not contribute considerably to those impacts or and the project would contribute

considerably to those impacts Significant and Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable

with Mitigation Less than Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

Impact C-TR-5 The project in combination with past present and reasonably

foreseeable future projects would not cause substantial additional VNIT or substantially

induce automobile travel but the project would not contribute considerably to those

impacts or and the project would contribute considerably to those impacts Significant

and Unavoidable Significant and Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than Significant with

Mitigation Less than Significant

As stated in the approach to analysis VNIT by its nature is largely a cumulative impact As

shown in Impact TR-5 the project would not exceed the project-level quantitative thresholds of

significance for VMT In addition Plan Bay Area meets greenhouse gas reduction targets set by

the California Air Resources Board Furthermore as shown in Table X below projected 2040
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average daily VNIT per capita for the transportation analysis zone the project site is located in

i e insert number is below the project 2040 regional average daily VNIT

For the residential uses the projected 2040 average household daily VNIT per capita is XX
which is about XX percent below the projected 2040 regional average household daily VNIT

per capita of XXX
For the office uses the projected 2040 average daily work-related VNIT per employee is XX
which is about XX percent below the projected 2040 regional average daily work-related

VNIT per employee of XXX
For the retail uses the projected 2040 daily VNIT per retail employee is XXI which is about

XX percent below the projected 2040 regional average daily retail VNIT per employee of

XX X12 13

Therefore no significant cumulative VNIT impacts would occur

Impact C-TR-6 The project in combination with past present and reasonably

foreseeable future projects would not result in significant loading impacts but the

project would not contribute considerably to those impacts or and the project would

contribute considerably to those impacts Significant and Unavoidable Significant and

Unavoidable with Mitigation Less than Significant with Mitigation Less than Significant

12 lbid footnote 4 the footnote that explains what retail VMT is presenting in terms of size
13 San Francisco Planning Department Eligibility Checklist CEQA Section 21099 Modernization of

Transportation Analysis for insert project insert date
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